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Unit Load
On AFT
Schedule
The American Federation of
Teachers tAFT) vvill meet today
in Cafeteria A and B at 1:30 p.m.
According to Dr. Eldred E.
Rutherford, AFT president, there
are several important issues on
the agenda for discussion.
These include the nine-unit campaign issue, the union’s response
to minority students’ demands for
faculty positions created by faculty moves to nine-unit loads and
a motion to support Afro-West, a
Black sponsored project.
Concurrent with AFT efforts to
move to a nine-unit load, the
teachers’ union compiled a comprehensive, 25-page bibliography on
A f ro and Mexican-American
studies and literature under the ditection of English professors Dr.
Marion Richards and Dr. Alice
Roche.
Dr. Rutherford reported that
more than 4,000 copies have already been distributed to students
and faculty free of charge and demands are increasing daily.
The bulk of the requests, he
said, have come from faculty members who want to distribute it to
their students.
"We are also beginning to receive requests for the bibliography
from people in the community,"
he continued.
Dr. Rutherford felt that the AFT
will probably print and distribute
several thousand more copies within the next two or three weeks.
The AFT president also pointed
out that the union would continue
to cover all requests for the
bibliography. Although costs for
printing, distributing and mailing
the material are mounting up, Dr.
Rutherford said the union was "not
so far in the red that we can’t
continued this service."
Attempts to find a publisher
who will print and distribute the
bibliography nationally at a IcAv
cost are now being made by the
union.
"If the response to the bibliography here is at all typical of what
may occur nationally, we can expect very high sales for it," expressed a hopeful Rutherford.
The associate professor of psychology concluded that if the
project were successful, proceeds
fmm sales could be funneled into
scholarships for minority students
at SJS.

The first step in tite resision of the entire general education program was taken Monday -111111 to many it may seem a bah!, step.
which, according it) Hr. Edward
The Academic Council stamped its approval on five
lergraduate studies, "are designed to make general education classes
J. Harrington. dean of
lllll re emittmporary."
1 reduction in the general education requirement from 45 to 40 units was the key amendmem approved
the council.
Requirements of three units in

SJS’69-70Budget
Highest in State

CASTING HIS VOTE in yesterday’s special
election is Frank Lordeman, Jr., an SJS business major. The election will conclude today with
students electing four freshmen representatives
and two Academic Council members. Larry
McCloud, Grady Robertson, Ron Ross and
Roger Lefte are running for the Academic
Council positions. Those freshmen seeking Student Council positions are Sam Bell, Jeanne

Bonn, Erroll Dolphin, Alex Harbinson, Pamela
Hubbard, Brenda Johnson, Peggy Kelley, June
Knight, George Pharris Marshall, Sue Martinez,
John McLemore, Dave Phillips, Jeff Potts, Mark
Quieto, Sue Rutz, Aileen Sprinkle, John Tice
and Tyra Young. Freshmen students overseeing
the election are Ginny West, right, and Kriss
Davis.

SDS Activity

1,

Former FSM Leader
Addresses Noon Rally
Today on Seventh St.
Three Berkeley activists will
speak at the first Students for a
Democratic Society ISDS) rally
here this year at noon today on
Seventh Street.
The purpose of the rally is to
"show support" for UC Berkeley
students "struggling to determine
the relevance of their ovvn education," according to Ron Stutz,
SDS spokesman.
The Berkeley students are currently at odds with the UC Regents because the latter will not

give credit for more than one
lecture by Eldridge Cleaver in a
class on racism.
Today’s main address will be
given by Bettina Aptheker, former
leader in the Free Speech Movement at the University of California. Also speaking will he two
Berkeley students, and probably
St utz.
Another goal of the rally will
be to interest students in attending
an all-campus SDS organizational
meeting next Tuesday in ED100,
Stutz added.
SDS has also been manning a

Today’s
World Hews
At a Glance

A large part of the proposed
1969-70 State College budget was
give to SJS after approval at the
Board of Trustees meeting last
week in Fresno.
The Trustees appmved a $25.8
million allocation for SJS, the
highest budget for any state college in the system.
The second highest budget for
a college was that of California
State College at Los Angeles,
which received almost $1 million
less than SJS.
If approved, the new SJS budget will be almost $2 million highei
than last year’s budget.
The entire budget still must pass
through the state legislature and
Gov. Ronald Reagan’s office.
More than $21 million of the
total SJS funds am proposed for
instruction. A total of 1,502 instructional positions were approved, 65 more than for academic
year 1968-69.
Student financial aids composed
the next highest budget bracket,

Deininger Reviews
’Youth and Crisis’
Press
Today in Cafeteria

Compiled from Associated
BERKELEY
University of
California officials reported near
normal attendance two days ago
despite the attempts of 2,500 students to stage a cla.ssroom boycott protesting the non-credit
status of Black Panther Eldridge
Cleaver’s lecture class.
WASHINGTON
Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy has announced the
creation of a Robert F. Kennedy

foundation to work in poverty
areas, crime, and education as a
"living memorial" to his assassinated brother.
BETHLEHEM, PA.
Hubert

Eric Erickson’s "Identity, Youth
and Crisis" will be reviewed today
by Dr. Whitaker Deininger, professor of philosophy, in Cafeteria
A and B at 12:30 p.m.
It is the first faculty book talk
of the semester.
According to Dr. Deininger,
Erickson is a psychiatrist who has
done special work with young person.s who are troubled and distttrbed but gifted.
"In ’Identity, Youth and Crisis’
he tries to say something on the
basis of his experiences of the
problem of finding identity in a
contemporary world," said Dr.
Deininger.
"The theme of the book is simple. It is that rituals for finding
self-identity are all in transition
and an attempt to find oneself is
a real (TiSiS."
"Erickson not only cites the
case histories of those individuals
but speculates, reflects and comments about them." said Dr.
Deininger.
-

H. Humphrey said yesterday that
political fates
and Eugene McCarthy -- were shining on him, as
he predicted a " . . . tremendous
upward movement of my canditable on Seventh Street this week. dacy."
selling copies of New Left Notes,
Republican candiDETROIT
in rents each.
and apples
date Richard NI. NIXOT1, describing
Hubert II. Humphrey as a "man
of old politics," challenged his
Democratic rival’s ability to keep
The spotlight vvill be on the art of pumpkin carving in the women’s
the peace in a speech to surburban
gym tonight, as the Co-Rec activities will focus on Halloween.
voters yesterday.
"The Tycoons," a local rock band, will entertain the dance set
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Volleyball, badminton, basketball, ping pong and swimming are
regular sport activities featured at Co-Rec. Equipment is provided.
Admission is free to students and faculty.
*
*
*
SJS ranks 12th in the nation in
Carl Frank, U.S. Congressional candidate from San Francisco, will
speak this afternoon at 2:30 in JC 221.
Peace Corps volunteers since the
Frank. member of the Young Socialist Alliance, will speak on "How agency began nearly nine years
to Fight the Three Little Pigs," in reference to the 1968 presidential
ago, according to Robert A. Hatch,
election.
Peace Corps Public Information
SJS Young Socialist Alliance is sponsoring Frank’s address.
director.
*
*
*
Marc Pitchy, assembly candidate (Et-25th Dist.), will hold a town
Ranking behind number one
hall forum Sunday night at 8 at Spartan City, 1253 S. Seventh St.. rated UC Berkeley and three other
according to Louis Ramsay, graduate student in accounting.
California colleges, SJS students
The forum will be an informal question and answer session over
comprise 134 current volunteers
cof fee.
A former law partner of John Vasconcellos 113-24th Dist.), Poche and 162 who have returned for a
favors effective job, education, housing programs, tax reform and total of 296 as of April, 1968. Berkeley’s total for the same nine
gun control and registration.
year period is 876.
*
*
*
Stanford placed fourth with a
Students are reminded to enter the new Spartan Daily contest,
PIC (Photo Identification Contest). Copies of yesterday’s paper, total of 390 volunteers while
ranked eighth with 336.
UCLA
which contained the contest page, may be obtained in JC206. First
prize is a round trip jet flight to Los Angeles. All entries must be SIM Francisco State preceeded
S.IS at llth with a total of 299
deposited in the PIC Entry Box in JC206 by 4 p.m. tomorrow.
volunteers.
*
*
*
California ranked first by state
A representative of the Oregon School of Management and Business will be on campus tomorrow to talk with graduate students in- in total volunteers, trainees and
terested in the MBA program and undergraduate students interested volunteers who have completed
in the "Junior Year Overseas" program. Sign-ups for individual in- service with 4.979 as of June, 1968.
New York placed second with
ASB PRESIDENT Dick Miner (foreground) distemiews are being held in the Placement Center, 122 S. Ninth St.
3,660.
cusses items in his presidential report at last
*
*
*
San Jose State has also operweek’s Student Council meeting with (I to r)
Students interested in summer work with the Federal Government
John Merl, Bob Crocker, Ron Zeman and Steve
should begin filling out applications now. The application deadline for ated eight training programs,
Miller. Discussion of revisions of +he ASB Conthe first written test, scheduled for December, will be Nov. 6. For working with 1,150 trainees PrlOr
stitution, which had been scheduled for las+
further information. contact the Placement Center, Building AA, to their assignMents in the Phial!).
week’s meeting, should fake up most of the
14: S. Ninth st

r
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SJS Ranks 12th
In Volunteers
For Peace Corps

tentatively set to receive $4.6
million.
Reimbursements and special
funds totaling almost $11 million
will bring the total proposed SJS
budget to $36.4 million.
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Although there WaS little disturbance during the Httmphrey
rally, one young Mexican -American coed will have a lasting memory of the vice president.
Miss Lela Chavez, sophomore
at SJS, trying to reach Richard
Chavez (no relation), brother of
grape boycott leader Cesar Chavez, was caught between two opposing forces and nearly trampled
by Secret Servicemen.
The crowd, trying to see Humphrey and to shake his hand, and
the secret service men, intent on
keeping them out, caught Miss
Chavez between Humphrey and a
secret service man.
She said she was pushed by a
secret service man ivho was
"swinging his arms," and finally

she lost her balance and fell to
the gmund.
Conscious of being stepped on,
she turned her face to the ground
and screamed.
Someone picked her up saying,
’’Are you all right," and "Don’t
worry." It was the vice president.
"Nobody else would stop arid
help me," she explained, "except
Humphrey."
Humphrey put his arm around
her and took her, with the assistance of secret service men, to
a security jeep, which later took
her to the Health Center.

Today’s Weather
parti chni0 today
Clootl
with donde. thickening toward
nightfall!. Recurring light shower, late tonight or tomorrow’
morning, then clearing t lllllll rrow
afternoon. High today at SJS: 65.
Rain prohabilit 20 per cent today, 40 per cent tonight and tomorrow.

psychology and two units in physical education were dropped from
the general education demands.
Although the physical education
stipulation was dropped, its disappearance was shortlived. Instead
of a general education requirement, it will become an "all -college" graduation requirement.
A motion to continue the twounit requirement in physical education encountered the stormiest
weather, hut following some lively
debate, it was surrnisingly passed
without dissent.
Dr. Harrington explained to the
council that although the University of California doesn’t require
two years of physical education, a
study showed that 92 per cent of
colleges and universities on a nation-wide scale require. for graduation some form of physical education classes.
"We take great pride in our
progratn at SJS," said Dr. Harrington, "and it is my feeling that
a campus-wide sentiment in favor
of such a program exists."
Grady Robertson, pro-tem student representative to Academic
Council, was quick to talce exception. "This is an academic, not a
physical institution," said Robertson, "and as such, it is absolutely
ridiculous to instill such a rule."
Because of his pro-tem status,
Robert.son could rteither formulate
a motion nor vote on the issue.
Robertson, however, was not
without support. Dr. James Heath,
professor of zoology, called the
physical education requirement "an
anachronism," and saki that the
motiOn should go back to the committee to g e t fuller student
opinion..
The other three motions appnwed by the Council were:
--To approve distribution of
units by area, such as so many
units from Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities;
To adopt the principle of free
elective units, to be drawn from
any subject area offered;
-- To pmvide that curriculum
committees that wish to amend
the report in terms of approval of
additional courses may negotiate
with the Undergraduate Studies
Committee.
Dr. Harrington said the total
overhaul of the general education
program would be completed within two or three years, a.s studying
continued.
Next year, according to Dr. Harrington, the United States Constitution and Government requirernent which is now state law, will
be studied to "find new ways to
satisfactorily meet the state requirement."
Dr. Harrington stressed that
"all stages will receive heavy stu-

dent involvement."

Gene McCarthy
Breaks Silence;
Endorses HHH

Photo by DIAN, Kelly
agenda when council convenes this afternoon
at 3:30 in the College Union. ASB Vice President Bill Langan also plans to ask council to
pass a referendum allowing students to vote on
policies of the new College Union. "I don’t feel
ouclants know what they are or are not getting
from the new Union," he said.

Sen.
WASHINGTON I AP)
Eugene J. McCarthy ( D-Minn. endorsed Democratic candidate Hubert II. Humphrey yesterday, hut
left his own political future in
doubt.
McCarthy said he was backing
the vice president because of his
record and his rxxation on domestic
relations.
The Demociatic ex -peace candidate also added "with Hubert
Humphrey as president, the possibility of scaling down the arms
race and reducing military tension
in the world would be much
greater than it would be with
Richard Nixon."
In announcing he would vote for
his one-time opponent for the
Democratic nomination. McCarthy
also indicated he wouldn’t seek reelection to the Senate in 1970 as
a "candidate of my patty, nor
would he seek the 1972 presidential nomination."
Told by reporters that his statement on his political future was
unclear, mcCarthy replied:
"That’s the way it is."
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Gliest Editorial

Law and Order
The ’so. I issue in this ileititty-tle.
fining election year is definaltly that
1,,,irietp: the ambignott, multitlinteni,,,,i
-Lim
( Irlier.- The
the
minds uf titi.-1 Atiteritans. It is this
is -to that prebably will elevate Iiith
aril Nixon to the presidency. which
!re miole f ;verge \\ allace a strong eonti.ml.r.. and ha- seriously impeded
lito,. candid -0e. who havt not included the word- with high frequency
their speeches. lint %%hat does the
tern( titean?
a oleffli
It appears there
viterfii crime over the
i;i1 rc...-c
decitil!.. Organized crime is it, big
ic- ever. 11 by all 1)1’ a sudden this deaffOr linV and order not
heard in the past?
The issue. as expounded ad ’museum hy a majority (il. the tantlidates
al oil levels. has limited itself to one
nalTIO1 meaning: end Illack jolt-nee
now. the quiike-t vv.ty pussible.
isto ..1 the
general (ritne all
(,y(T the (mitury is often Itft by the
way -ide. giy..rt only token considervy or-t of all. equated without
disoliedit.m.t.
ex(eption with civ
Illack enimmutities.
The dofinition of law. and order
be(attite !terribly distorted. based
on a paralyzed sense uf fear that
vy ith subtle racist overtones.
The While matt feels a definite threat.
more erten Meigined than read. to his
\\ Orld Of
!elle(’ and
1.417.!.
i, now, dentanding an
but sadly. not at
crld
any prita. The price of suppression of
ildette(.. the A\ hite man setttis
to pay. but the pri(t of seeking anti
rendering a dire to ghetto iolence is
heroine

oboes -is r

in

too expensite and in most cases not
even reregnizetl.
Detroit. Newark and NA atts and the
increase in hatirdtrs. robberies. and
assaults are not one and the same
thing. even though both share common root tatt...., existing within the
hotrors (il’ certain social environments.
(In fact. lark of adequate. just enforeement of the law in ghetto cont..
nullities against high incidence of
crime is one (of the many factors which
increases the frustrations that often
expliale into v ielence.)
Any progress toward dtaling with
crinit will have to involve an impartial attack on all forms of crime at all
levels ef society. "111aking the streets
saft to walk- tammt singularly refer
safety. Reversing
tu the \A hite
Supreme Court decisions and imreasMg the suppressive powers of police
for..es will not solve the problttn. The
effort must be a total one. The prite
will be high. not so ;midi in terms
of money. as in terms of the imam% enience of humanitarian comertt on
the part of all Americans.
"Support your lotal police.’ has to
he interpreted to naan improvement.
The penal system has to be completely
overhauled. Crime -breeding social situations must be eliminated flaw.
Let’s wake up to the real issue of
I aW and order and justitt in this country and remove the racism and facisin
(of its ttirrent political interpretation.
If we don’t. we will find ourselves in
a situation destribed by John Lindsay
in whirl]. "we might then have to
rhoose between the random terror of
the trintinal and the official terror of
the state.Statt Press. Arizona
State
ersity.
Oct. 22
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,Susy Lydle:

Human Beings First
The power of tht pen lias never been
more awesonn in its influence and consequence.,

than

in

,mramplaiiii

so-

The effects of the teltyision media’s
eyeball-to-tyeball coveragt of riots, looting, and iolence undoubtedly. have pushed
suburbia( further and further into hiding.
Pictures of bearded hippies. laden with
flowers, spread across so many front pages
that the "love.’ movement finally ended
ironically with conmiercialism.
Blacks and Browns are so alienated by
pushing, shoving, story-hungry reporters
that most of them would ftel no twinge
of regret in smashing one of the pttring
television cameras.
Tht power of tht press is awesome
all right.
But. the responsibilities journalists face
today are crushing:.
press in all its mediums has the
opportunity to rectify sarongs, ieform and
educate the ignorant, and lead crusades to
gent maladies
attack some of the most g
of our society.
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’You’ve all been brainwashed by the system. None of you are
individuals."

Guest Articles
The Daily

consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest ROOMS from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials

be made with Richard Battin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use

may

of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

Instead, we find most publishers and
editors cowering in the safety of their
smoke-filled offices.
Instead, they overlook our swamplands
as observers, rush back to the typewriters
and report to the people of those being
sucked into the quicksand.
Instead of throwing a rope to the victims of our society. they hit them on the
head with an anchor.
SIS stuchnts don’t have to pick up the
San Jose News or the San Francisco
Chronielt to absorb the press’ air uf tune
invollyt.ment.

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
A funtbraising .A..sli,ponsortal (lance to
seling mission to troubled school age chi
aid hungry children of Delano grape,
dren. A small group of students each depickers was InIii rerently at Citrus College
votes one afternoon a week to take about
at Glendora afttr the ASB Exteutive
six kids on field trips.
Board approved the controyersial meaSeniors only were allowed to buy onsure, the Clarion rcport,.
campus parking permits at the University
*
*
*
of California at Santa Barbara. Students
The junior class couticil at the Univerwith over four tickets lost the right (?)
sity of California at Santa Barbara has
to park on campus itt future years.
devised a project to acquaint high school
*
*
*
students with world issutz. amlitroblems.
Speaking of parking, Stanford Univerconcentrating on human relaiions aind mi.
sity has a problem with its staff and stunosily group prohltms. The plan began
dents. It seems they have accumulated
()perm’
shortly after the death of Sen.
3,000 and 1,200 unpaid citations respec
Robert Kennedy, the El Gaucho reports.
tively; forty-two people have piled up over
The Santa Barbara Resistance was
10 tickets each and 20 have nearly two
unanit (sly denied campus recognition
dozen parking violations, the Stanford
by the Organizations Coordinating Board
Daily reports.
with the reason that. "univtrsity facilities
"Talented" young faculty members may
shall not be used for the purpose of orbe in line for monies
ler a million dolganizing or tarryiny out unlawful activi
lar Ford F
billion grant. ’The program
ty," the El Gaucho reports.
seeks to let selected faculty members
Another humanitarian undertaking has
tackle University-wide problemn and de,
higuit at UCSII with a Big Brother comavelop educational innovat

The compulsion to cling to reporting
the facts, period, is evident at times in the
Spartan Daily.
CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT
involvement in our own campus society,
and understanding of the complexities of
our community are not required for us to
report a story.
But it is certain that Spartan Daily
reporters would gain insight into the reasons for a story if we dropped the mask
of detachment.
How (.an 4,e (.xpect the reader to tinder.
stand the meaning anti consequences of
news ments. if we do not?
Perhaps if we dropptti our tools of
sterility stiffness for compassion and understanding, we could transmit the true
ntoods of our society.
Huntan beings first, journalists second.

-There is no basis for an asstrtion thtre
is a war against hippies," stated Luis
Echeverria. untiersecretary ef the Interior
Department in Mexico. "Only drug
Otilitr Mexican officials. how..yer. haye
co ...... (-toed, "Tht.y all look alik. to me,"
and so the deportation of hippies down
South, drug users and abstainers alike. is
continuing.
Mexican officiate, can arrt.st flovver children, recently on the rise in Mexico. hold
them without tharges. and deport them
without hearings.
"We go in there and get them. and don’t
ask any questions later," stated on.
sergeant.
Top leaders of the "mushroom people"
say they are being deported as a ntaliatory
measure because of the frequent deportation of Mexican workers illegally crossing
the border into the nation to the north.
Mexican officials insist their vampaign
against hippies is not a war. although it is
predicted that the major portion of ntxt
year’s budget will be for increased defense spending.
An obscurt Mexican tiew,paper. La
Boca, reporting on a recent raid by Nlexican troops on a hippie village listed
hippie casualtit:. as "enormous," and \lexicon casualties as "one minor official who
was petted to death."
"It is hard to take an accurate casualty
count," contmented one gtneral, "because
they all smell the sante."
Despite frequent hoasts, there have been
certain admissions.
"We had to adjust to their kind of tactics. Our nun could not cope with ilo.se
small bands of hippies conducting hit-andrun loveins on villages," reasomii
lieutenant. "They moYe into a yillage. for
a while, control it, and move out. lea% ing
flowers and empty pots in their wake. There have been suggestions by the
more violent Halcones that lovv yield disinfectants be dropped on hippie outposts.
Objections have been raised suggesting the
possibility that there is no way to control
such bombs and that innocent villages
might get caught in the fall -out. "Besides,"
claimed one Paloma. "the bombing could
mushrootn into an all-out war."
Hippie leaders insist they just want to
be left alone and they are willing to let
the people decide if they should be allowed to remain in the country.
"I sure hope it ends ROM]." commented
one college student. "I might have to go
up North to avoid the draft. To the United
States. Good grief."

Guest Room

Teaching System Corrupt
By RAY TONEY
EOP Student
Our college teaching system in America
today is corrupt. Even though many col.
lege students are learning a great deal,
they lose much valuable learning through
the lethargy of the teacher’s lecture.
College teaching methods are basically
no different from those of high school.
They both follow the same basic procedure: A lecturer comes in and lectures for
an hour and then gives the student an
assignment. Once in a while the student
may he given the opportunity to ask a
question.

This lecture vs. student mtthod of teaching is fallacious. The lecturer believes dun
the student is learning something valid
from the lecture. This is a fallacy. The
lecture vs. student method is detrintental.
It hinders the student’s ability to express
himself UR an individual.
Whtm. the lecturer speaks, the poor student listens most attentively and takes what
few notes he can. This is basically a oneway communication process. The student
knows only that which he hears from the
lecturer. Even though a rare occasion ntay
be given to the student to ask a pertinent
question about what the hell is going on,
the question is often too minute to be of
any considerable or measureable value to
the rest of tht class.
Then there is the test. The michterm, a
quiz, or even a final exam is still a test.
I fail to see the valid objective in giving
a ttst. A student spends half the night or
more preparing for an examination in
order to give the resulta to an instructor
who shall then evaluate the exam to see
if the student has been following that instructor’s lecture. There should be no tests

to test the student to find out just how
much he got out of some boring anti perhaps irrelevant lecture.
I would like to clear up what subjects
engage in this method of inferior tdtwation. Ali areas of study, with some minor
exceptions, basically employ the lecture
vs. student method of teaching. AN ith the
continued and prolonged IOW Of
system. the world of educat
of tomorrow
will be in sincere trouble.
Therefore, I offer a valid solution.
We must eradicate the lecturer. Class.,
shall be. seminars. They should consist of
discussing relevant material and the student’s view on such related maitrial.
There should be an instructor, however,
for the sole purpose of introducing tun,
relevant subjects for discussion.
There shall be no examinations unless
the student wishes to evaluate himself on
a particular view. There shall be no exams
for the instructor to evaluate the studtnt.
There shall be no grading system. Every
student shall receiye A’s. After lip. what
are grades?
All irrelevant material that is not beneficial to the student’s main goal in society
shall be literally thrown out. I think you
know what materials that pertains to.
Fortunately, s
professors, or whatever they call themselves. WPM to realize
that the lecture vs. student method of
teaching is fallacious. Unfortunately, however, this composes of a yery dintinutiye
group of people. When more ,itilleitt.
recognize the great error of lecture teaching, I believe more professors will come
over to a change. In time. willingly or
violently, the college teaching system in
America will change.
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Spartans Gunning
For Wild Tigers

partan Poloists
vade Southland
or Three Games
Calif

The Tigers are on the pros% I and
the Spartans will try to put a
stop to their eagerness this Saturday night.
That’s when Pacific and SJS
clash in Stockton for what Harry
Andeison’s troops hope will be
their third victory of the sea_son.
The Spartans have been on a
road trip which saw them crush
New Mexico, then lose soundly to
San Diego State last Saturday. A
win in Stockton would make a
ftaremto’eryl .record of 2-1 very satis-

0iVil War eiUpts

gain this weelsend when Coach
e Walton takes his top-ranked
JS water poloists on a barnorming three -game tour of the
iithland.
rhe Spartans open activity
gainst the UCLA Bruins Friday
t Westwood. and then meet Cal
oly Pomona at Pomona Saturty aftermon betore %sanding up
e weekend against Cal Stale
1,one Beach in the 49er’s pool
at evening.
The three games in the Southnd will give Spartan star Greg
Ind a chance to get some renige for tne ioss handed him and
’s Foothill Aquatic Club teamates by the Phillips 66er’s of
ing Beach in the Olympic trials.
UCLA especially should provide
ip opposition for the Spartans,
ho will be looking to avenge
st year’s defeat at the hands of
e Bruins.
Cal State Long Beach will also
looking for revenge but from
e other side of the pool as the
entails nudged the Mustangs
4-13 in last year’s state champship finals.

SJS received some good news
%sten it was learned that defensive halfback F>anny Anderson
al11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

Intramurals

ALL AMERICAN candidate Mani Hernandez goes high in +he
dir during practice to kick the ball. Little Mani, who is 5-5 and
140 pounds, is rated by Spartan coach Julie Menendez as a fop

Large Order Fish & Chips
’alf Order
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5 per $1
Chips 25c

$1.00
55c
$1.50
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Soft

Lunch, Wed. -Set., Noon -10 p.m.
Mon.-Tue., 4 p rn.- 10 p.m.
293-4259
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notch candidate for the pro ’,inks.
in g scorer on the Spartan varsity

The SJS forward is the leadwith 15 goals.

Booters Face Indians

BARREL’S
&,4,4
Fish & Chips
Phone Orders

SPE No. 2 faces th;
Fted Horde today for the Lower
Division Tournament title.
The Sig Eps, who are led by the
passing duo of Neil Sinnott to
Robbie Robinson, dropped HiRise
3, 4, 5 26-0, while the TC second
team defeated Moulder Hall 19-0.
The SPE squad defeated the Red
Horde 7-6 in league play.
In Monday’s A Independent action Me and Them earned the
right to be first seated in the
Upper Division playoffs by dumping Da Fuzz 22-0. The two teams
tied for first place.
In other A Independent action
8th St. AC dumped the South 4ths
14-6.
As of Monday. Dave King and
SX’s Bill Shearer kuv tied one
apiece in the double loss elimination finals of the all-college tennis
tournament. Shearer was last
year’s winner.
There will be an important meet.
ing of the team captains for bowling November 6. Bowling entries
are due November 8.
Hunch basketball entries are
due November 14.
FaVored

doesn’t take much for them to get Imoved from the contest in the
up against SJS."
third quarter when he received a
The Spartans were defeated for bad shin injury. It is doubtful that
the first time this season in the he will start against Stanford.
The tourney produced an interfinals of last weekend’s SJS Invitational Soccer Toutnament in esting comparison of strength beSpartan Stadium at the hands of tween SJS, who captured the
the University of British Colum- WCIS Conference title last season,
bia 4-2.
and their chief competition in
Although completely outclassed league Til,,y, usF.
by the aggressive and fast BC
squad in the first half, SJS came
back to make the game a real
contest in the final 40 minutes.
R,eserve forward Taylor Hubbard played a fine game in reliet
By JIM PAXTON
of wing Bob Boogaard. Hubbard,
spartan Dully Sports Writer
a senior from Palo Alto, scored
the Spartans second goal in the
The olil question of dividing athfourth quarter on a hard smash letics and men’s physical education
from 15 yards.
is again being considered by the
Zelfko Pavic, the Spartan’s administ ration.
good game at;ainst tts. It seems it starting left-winger. had to be reThe question of division has
come up many times in the last
10 years according to Athletic Director, Dr. Robert Bronzan.
Neatly all of the schools that
SJS plays in intercollegiate sports,
especially football. have separate
10% OFF REGULAR PRICES
athletic and men’s physical education departments.
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD
Dr. Bronzan made it very clear
751 E. Santa Clara
184 S. Second St. that no actual specifics have been
suggested rind at this time; it is
Two locations to serve you
only possible to speculate on the
iss ible consequences.
Dr. Bronzan stated that the
separation. should it be accepted,
The once-beaten SJS soccer team
travels to Stanford Friday in hope
of bringing home an Indian scalping.
The Spartans, who will be playing at 3:30 pan carry a 3-0 record
in West Coast Intercollegiate
Soccer Conference play into the
contest.
Staxiford’s team, which is mostly composed of sophomores, has
been having a rough time this season. But in the past, they have
played their best games when
faced by SJS eleven.
Spartan coach Julie Menendez
commented on the Indians by saying, "I would compare them to
California: They.are a young team
who should be. good some time
to come. We’re expecting a tough
game of it. They always play a

Men’s Phys Ed Split Considered
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aviulahle for duty this
weekend. It had been thought that
5-11. 185-pound senior might miss
the next few games due to some
cracked ribs.
"Danny was in pads Monday
even though it did hurt some," said
defensive coach Jsthn Webb. "lie’s
that type of player who can forget the pain and comes to play
Pootball."
Pacific is a threat any time it
gets across the mid -field line as
kicker Stefan Schroder connected
on field goals of 59, 31 and 25
yards last week as the Tigers
blanked Colorado State 31-0. Four
of his six kickoffs would have
been three-pointers as they also
split the goal posts. Schroder’s
six punts were returned for a
minus 14 yards.
"This guy Schroder is the only
kicker I’ve seen that circles the
astronauts with each boom," said
Pacific coach Mike Lode. To date
the opposition has returned 44
punts for a total of 62 yards.
Defensively, Pacific is led by
tackles Bob Heinz and Ted Leland.
Last week they accounted for 35
trickles between them.
As for who will quarterback the
Spartans. it probably won’t be
known until late Thursday after-noon. "We’ll wait and see which
QB looks good during this week’s
practice and decide then," remarked Webb.
Don Perkins had the number one
job nailed down but a poor showing by the offense against San
Diego State might call for a reevaluation of the offense.
Students going to the Pacific
game in Stockton must purchase
tickets in the Student Affairs Office this week for $1 per ticket
upon presentation of a student
body card. Deadline for ticket purchase veil’ be 5 p.m. Friday. Student Body Cards will not be honored at the game.
!night

Alfred Hitchcock’s Classic: "The Lady Vanishes"
***********************************

********* ****************** ****** **

FRI. AND SAT. ONLY: NOY. 1 & 2

would probably be mainly organizational restructuring. There would
be no difference in the state’s
overall allotment of funds.
One of the possible consequences
of a sepalation is that coaches
could be hired as coactres and
would not have to spend their
time teaching P.E. classes as they
do presently, according to academic vice president Hobert Bruns.
Presently coaches must divide
their duties between teaching and
coaching.
SALARIES
The salaries of team coaches
could be higher because they
would no longer be considered professors, but rather coaches, said
Dr. Burns.
The state could not be expected
to pay the galaxies of coaches if
they had no teaching duties. Therefore, if a separation should occur,
the salaries paid to athletic coaches
would have to come from some
other source, according to Bronzan.
At other state schools such as
UCLA and Cal, where separate
P.E. and Athletic Departments
exist, the state does not pay the
salaries of the coaches. SJS’ ath-

OT1C.

SJS president, Dr. Robert Clark
will make the final decision based
upon the recommendations that he
receives from men’s physical education, Dr. Burns, the alumni, and
other interested groups.

FEW AIFFECTED
"Normally when a department
divides, few people outside of that
department are affected," said Dr.
Bums.
"However in the case of athletics
there may be more that are interested in the outcome," he added.
Dr. Burns said that if students
000000000060000000Motor
or student groups are interested,
FOLGER’S COFFEE
they would be welcome to make
their opinions known.
2 lb. Reg. or Drip
"The alumni is very much in
favor of the separation," according to Spooner.
IC oz. Instant
"Some major changes must be
made soon if SJS’ athletics expects to re:eive the backing of
the alumni. SJS must start competing on a more equal basis with
other schools, or it should de-emOPEN 6 A.M. TO 12 P M.
, ohasize t h e athletic prOgratit.

$1.29
$1.39

Olytnpu4 Market

10TH STREET AT WILLIAMS
.100000000000004004000.-

David Lean’s "Oliver Twist"

letic budget is much smaller than
that of Cal or UCLA.
"There would be no difficulty in
making a change in the coaching
staff because of tenure. If a change
was deemed necessary, the changing process would be much simpler," pointed out alumni president
Pat Spooner.
"Before a separation is made it
must be shown that a division will
benefit the academic process," said
Dr. Bronzan.
According to Dr. Burns, men’s
physical education has recommended that the separation not
be made. Coaches and P.E. teachers made the reconunendation as

espeeially football."
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Outside: it’s softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it’s so extra absorbent...it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
in every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 455. more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it’s different. Actually adjusts to you.
it flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!

Try it fast.
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ROSES ARE RED
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IF YOU USE TAJI
YOU’LL SMELL GOOD TOO
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Apply to pulse points and enjoy the aura
created by this lasting fragrance. Try our
special $2.50 size offer.
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SPARTAN DAMP-3

Main Objective of Redevelopment
$

Plaza Project To Incorporate SJS, Downtown Area
EDITOR’ NOTE: This is the SeeffiIll
of three articles dis.aissing the San
Antonio Piaza, Project, 3 13IM Ilt OWII
san Juse redevelopment sclienie. Toitio’s artide Will 310,331414 the problenia
Or plUnnillg .3114111 all Urban
renewal
project.

By JERRY PEDRoTTI
Spartan Dull) Staff Writer
While the San Antonio Plaza Project
:nay well be the an.swer to a dream
tor a totally refurbished downtown area
in San Jose, it is hardly the result of
someone’s nighttime fantasy.
Rather, this redevelopment scheme
has emerged from several years of
conscientious planning and consideration
of the afflicted source of concern.
Although actual constructive discus-,ion concetning the Sari Antonio Plaza
Project occurred between 1962 and
1963, the concept of a vastly improved
city core had been reflected in the city
of San Jose’s Master Plan submitted
Hr the fiscal year 1959-60.
:
’rhese preliminary formative years
.. e re followed by a three year "planning
-lage" period in which the conceived
,ii -as were transferred to paper.

$

ss:

UNDER SUPERVISION

The project developed under the direct
-apervision of the Redevelopment Agen.. of San Jose.
Throughout the initial planning years,
::. it became apparent that one of the
$ prime objectives of the redevelopment
xv. project would be to incorporate effec-

os.

uely the SJS canipus into the downtown area - a relationship which has
been und still is noticably absent in the
opinion of many living in the corrununity.
"Historically there has been no relatkaiship between SJS and downtown."
explained Olney G. Smith, executive
director of the Redevelopment Agency.
"The college just sort of backs up to
downuavn and vice versa." he added.
"Students usually go elsewhere to shop
despite the proximity of retail establishments downtown," he added.
ECONOMIC SUPPORT
According to C. Grant Burton, executive dean for college construction, a survey once showed that the economic support from a fully developed state college
amounts to an annual minimum of $65
million.
"Since SJS is highly developed both
in number of students, faculty and staff
and number of programs, it is capable
of providing maximum economic support
to the community," he commented.
A potential downtown business market of this size going to waste is a disadvantage to the student as well as to
the businessman downtown, Smith believes.
It was largely this undesirable situation which prompted the Agency to
proceed first with the two block college
oriented phase of the project.
Dean Burton expressed delight that
this portion of the project wa.s selected
first since it will help provide needed
housing. parking and commercial twit

ities for the growing college community.
"It will create the economic incentive
for the development of the rest of the
tireu as well," he said.
The college phase itself fits conveniently within the SJS Master Plan which
assimilated the area into its plan.
Earlier this year the federal government announced approval of the San
Antonio Plaza Project, a decision which
in effect "earmarked" about $8.4 mil lion for the redevelopment plan.
A month before this approval. the San
Jose City Council had voted acceptance
and adoption of the project.
Scope Corporation, private developers
for the two block complex, has completed engineering and architectural
drawings and is ready to work on cornpletion of contract negotiations.
The project currently is awaiting Federal approval of a land and grant contract which has been submitted. Such
approval is needed in order to permit
the release of Federal funds which
would allow actual project activities to
get underway.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANT
"The holdup is that the governmental
agency, which assists in financing urban
redevelopment projects such as San
Antonio Plaza, is waiting to see the
outcome of Proposition 9 in the forthcoming election," Smith said.
Proposition 9, or the Watson Amendment, proposes to limit the amount Of
revenue that can be raised from property taxes.

According to the Agency, the proposition also would prohibit seriously the
expenditure of property tax revenues
for the support of such ptiblie oriented
sell ices as schools. Funding of hospitals,
:nowt construction, rapid transit systons and urban renewal projects would
be more ’United as well.
Since part of the financing for the
project, in addition to the Federal
grant, will come from property tax
bases and the sales of tax allocation
bonds, the passage of Proposition 9
could affect the project’s financial statits, Smith explained.

An Artist’s Sketch
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PROPERTY TAX
"One important thing to remember
is that the property tax ba.se will ine
crease as the downtown area is redeveloped," he said.
"Even if the proposition passes there
is sufficient bond capacity to carry the
project through, but perhaps at a slower
rate of progress," he added.
According to James E. Noah, director
of public relations and publications at
SJS, the possibility of any state funds
going to San Antonio Plaza rest with
the results of another proposition election issue, Proposition 3.
This initiative proposes a $250 million
bond issue for building university, state
college and other urban school facilities
in California.
An interesting aspect of these two
election propositions is that if both pass,
proposition o win serve only to cancel
out any real effectiveness of Proposition
:3, Noah stressed.
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PROVIDING A LINK between the college and the downtown
city core is one of the main goals of the San Antonio Plaza Project. This artist’s sketch shows the proposed pedestrian bridge
across Fourth Street from the campus to the plaza area of the
new redevelopment scheme. Scope Corporation is developer for
the project’s college oriented complex, which includes new housing and garage facilities.
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Beatles ’Work So Hard’ Says Coed
Who Attended London Jam Sessions
fly CAROL GRINAGER
Spartim Daily Feature Editor
Have you seen the suit that Paul
McCartney of the Beatles is wearing on the cover of the Sept. 13
issue of Life Magazine?
Well, he no longer has it. It
was ruined.
Do you remember seeing a girl
sitting behind Paul during the
"Hey Jude" sequence of the film
shown on the Smothers Brothers
Show?
She’s the one who ruined his
suit. She pushed Paul into the
Mediterranean Sea while he was
wearing it.
Do you know
Last question
a 19-year-old drama major at SJS
by the name of Kathi Ross?
You’ve guessed it. She’s the
lucky devil who pushed Paul Into
the water.
CHANGES LIFE
Though the Be-aties nave become
a legend of today’s youth, for
Kathi they have become a reality
that is changing her life.
Kathi’s connection with the famous vocal group traces back three
Years, when she was introduced to
them one day in San Francisco by
a mutual friend.
However, this brief acquaintance
was the extent of her "knowing"
the Beatles until this sununer
when she attended a private acting
school in London. Because Kathi
had friends there who knew the
group, she soon made an "in."
"It was just a freaky-lucky
thing that happened." explained
Kathi who, though a native of
Campbell, looks a little bit English herself, with her long dark
hair, high -collared blouse and
short skirt.
RECORDING SESSION
Soon after her arrival in England on June 16, Kathi began going to the Beatles’ reeording sessions, which she subsequently attended every night for a month and-a -half.
The dedication of the four stars
amazed her. "With their money
they would never have to work
again, yet they work so hard,"
she said.
Th. v
ry day, ex-

Bargains Galore!
DO YOUR EARLY
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
AT OUR HUGE BOOK
SALE

r&Books Inc.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winehester
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

cept maybe Saturdays, from 3 p.m.
to 6 a.m. -- 15 hours straight. The
only times tliey took breaks were
when they sent me to this special
Indian restaurant for food. They
kind of got hung up on Indian food
while they were in India."

PAUL McCARTNEY of
the Beatles poses for
a picture in London
with Kathi Ross, sophomore drama major at
SJS. The 19 -year -old
coed had the time of
her life this summer
when she became good
friends with the Beatles while attending a
private acting school
in London.

’FANTASTIC’
Kathi called the group’s recording sessions "fantastic." "It’s like
they have something spiritual going on between each othet," she
said.
It vas at these sessions that she
had long talks with George Harrison and Paul McCartney and got
to know them well.
In fact, one day, after weeks of
recording, Paul decided to take a
break. He rented a L,ear jet and
took Kathi and some other friends
to Sardinia for a seven-day holiday in the Mediteiranean.
During the trip, Kathi recalled
moments when she couldn’t believe it W8s all happening to her.
"We were out water skiing and
I was driving the boat. I suddenly
thought to myself, ’My God! I’m
pulling Paul McCartney on water
skis!’ "
Another of her startling realizations was that "Here I am in Sardinia with Paul McCartney and nobody in the whole world knows
where I am!"
CALLED PARENTS
So she called her parents in
Campbell and told them where she
was. They were amazed.
Of the Beatles as individuals,
the sophomore coed had nothing
but glowing reports and the highest praise.
She related how Paul told her
that they had made all the money
they ever wanted and that any
they earned in the future would
go to the Apple Fund (Apple is
the new recording company started
and owned by the Beatles. Their
latest songs, "Hey Jude" and
’Revolution" were released on this
label.).
The Apple Fund, she explained,

-Yon )(tie

;

is the money raised by the recordA coincidence conceining Paul
ing company which the Beatles are happened to Kathi and her sister,
using to help unknown singers and Patti, who is a junior at SJS. At
actors "get started."
the beginning of summer, Patti
met Paul for the first time at an
WAR PLANES
Apple convention in Los Angeles.
Paul also told Kathi that he That same night, Paul flew back
would like to buy two old war to London, and Kathi saw him
planes and ship food to Biafra, again for the first time since she
rather than help out in an indirect met him in San Francisco.
"It was really ironic," Kathl
way.
Kathi called Paul the "most said. "Patti couldn’t wait to call
down-to-earth person I’ve ever and tell me what happened and I
met. He does have some hang-ups, couldn’t wait to tell her."
Kathi’s long-range goals for the
though -- like feeling he should
be helping more people than he is." future are to own a children’s
Of the other Beatles, Kathi re- theater -- "possibly go into a povported that John Lennon’s girl- erty section of the U.S. and turn
friend, Yoko Ono, never leaves his it into a recreational project."
However, her immediate plans
side, but is "with him every minare to return to London in Februute of the day and night."
She said George spends his Sat- ary and work for the Apple Reurday nights having jam sessions cording Company.
Of her "freaky-lucky" experiwith F:ric Clapton of the Cream, a
group which has recently broken ence, Kathi’s concluded that "the
up. According to Kathi, George Beatles were everything that I
thinks F:ric is one of the best gui- thought they would be."
Of Paul McCartney, she only
tar players around.
When asked about Ringo, the sighed and said, "He was just so
attractive girl replied, "Ringo is neat."
Just Ringo, you know? He’s a
great person and a very happily
married family man."
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Latest CSCSPA Action

Computerized Placement for SJS
By JANET HOTHERSALL
Spartan Daily Staff writer
Vic Lee, California State College Student President’s Association (CSCSPA executive, is in
New York City today to contract
services of RE-CON, a computerized job placement for college
graduates.
This will be the first service
to become effective under the
CSCSPA reamping program. According to Lee, former SJS ASB
president, "The service will begin this week, when I receive the
personal profile forms for the 18
state college campuses."
RE-CON is a nationwide, computer-based
screening
system
which helps qualified students and
employers organize for mutual
benefit. This program is free to
all state college campuses.
COMPLEMENTS PROGRAM
RE-CON will not eliminate the
local placement center, but will
be an effective complement to
SJS’ present recruitment program, Lee said.
Lee and Steve Lleurance, executive secretary of CSCSPA, returned Thursday from the Fresno
State College campus State Board
of Trustees meeting.
In his first appearance to the
board as CSCSPA president, Lee
stated that under his direction
CSCSPA will be an active, relevant and representative voice of
the student community.
"We will not fail to express our
views on any and all important
issues relevant to our role as student citizens in the institution of
higher learning and in society,"
Lee explained.
EXPRESES VIEWS
Lee told the board he would especially express CSCSPA’s views
of discriminated, disenfranchised
minority groups in CSCSPA’s dialogue of issues to the Board of
Trustees.
Communication is a pre-requisite
for preventing misunderstanding,
distortion and conflict, so Lee
plans to communicate with the
board whenever possible.

Lee asked the trustees for reciprocal frankness and full participation in decision-making processes of all policies which affect
student lives.
TWO RESOLUTIONS
Lee orally presented two resolutions of the CSCSPA state convention dealing with student involvement and minority studies.
The first resolution held that
state college presidents have the
right to exercise local autonomy
in the conduct of indigenous in.stitutional affairs. Students also have
the right to help formulate rules
coveting student-related functions
and student associations can reject policies which they have had
no part in formulating.
Second, students should have a
majority voice in organizations
whose income is derived primarily
from student monies.
Lee encouraged the Califorinia
State College Board of Trustees
to increase recruitment and financing of college-capable minority-culture students.
’MINORITY STUDIES’
He also called for a mandatory
"minority studies" course as a prerequisite for graduation beginning
in fall, 1970.
Through Lee, the CSCSPA also
requested the state colleges to implement curricula across the entire spectrum of academic investigation virtich explores the contributions and problems of minority cultures.
Lee also mentioned the Student
Rights Resolution vvhich CSCSPA

passed last year relating to academic artistic and student free.
doms on campuses. He hopes it
is discussed fIS an information iterri
at the Board of Trustees Novem.;
ber meeting and is included ir
January’s Board of Trustees meet.
ing for adoption.
Lee and Lieurance believe thl
board seemed receptive to Lee’),
speech and recommendations. The.
odore Nieriam, board chairman
stated he was happy Lee brought
up the matter of cemmunicatior
because he felt it was very important.
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumkc
agreed communications among
students, administrators and trustees was important. Dumke is developing plans for monthly meetings between state college students and himself to better understand the student problem.

Where
elbows
are out,
Pendletons*
are in
*I\ $14.00

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
All you can eat
for only
$1
Monday through Thursday
72 E. Santa Clara

BALLET DE MADRID
Flamenco At Its Finest
Pablo num
Yolanda Juan
featuring Ana Illartinez
with Paco de A/a/aga guitarist and Nino de Brenes singer

They’re authentic 100’,, virgin
wool Pendletons. to be sure
but Water’ with a taper, box
pleat, hanger loop, button-down
collar and bobbed -oft sleeve.
In plaids, stripes, checks. Great
Fall
S -M
-XL.
.3.1> TO .11
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pi yi4.024.

Every Wedneaday at 9:00 P.M.
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ALWAYS VIRGIN WOOL

Tim Voth
1600 SOUTH FIRST ST.. SAN JOSE 2934100

THE NEW TANGENT

Art Martinez
men’s wear

117 University Palo Alto
Minor,.
info. & Hes. 325-8488
.C.r.re’..C.ODOCIOCe

First antl San Carlos
San Jose
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STATE ANNEX
Cock & Bull Specials
PRE-HALLOWEEN DAY

SALE
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SUITS ...

SPORTCOATS

45.00 to 69.50 . . .
complete stock of
natural shoulder suits

10.00 to 20.50
21.00 to 2450

now$995

now 7.99
now 1233

.;

SLACKS .
to aea.
t free.
(Tea it
xi item
Novent:
ded ir
s meet

WASH PANTS

All Dress Slacks
7.95 to 12.95

NOW .

Permanent Press
6.95 to 12.95

549

NOW

N.(

e

the,
Lye’s
Ls. The.
wought
icatior
ry

Short Sleeve Shirts

Dumkc
atnong
trus.
is demeet e st uundera.

DRESS AND SPORT
5.95 to 8.95

SWEATERS
Lambswool -neck Indio% er
made to retail at $15.95

Crew necks
V-necks
Turtle necks

1"

JACKETS .

made of durable
water repellant dacron
and cotton poplin

NOW 3"

"Wind Cheater’. jacket with
stand-up collar and raglan sleeN es

TWO DAYS ONLY!

)0

1

now 5.33
now 6.33
now 7.33

e

NOW

Many other items too numerous to advertise at drastic reductions
All Sales Final
No Refunds
No Exchanges
Bank Credit
Cards Welcome

DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 A.M.
’TIL 12:00 P.M.

October 30 & 31
S & S MART

STATE ANNEX
UNIVERSITY MEN’S SHOP

470 SOUTH TENTII STREET

No Phone
Orders
No Holdovers
No Layaways

5
1,y. October 30,
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Cellist Performs
Classftal Mus:c
In Concert Hall

Classics Feature ’Julie’
film adaptation of t lie
,ist Strindberg play \,
ier of the Grand Prix at II,
t -nes Film Festival.
,:.,lettsed in 1950, "Julie" is the
of a confused noblewoman
persecutes herself with the
torment uf shame anti disgrace
for allowing her arrogantly ITIFLSculint, servant to seduce her.

Alf

.1, .

.1

"Miss

I n g in a r Bergman’s
teacher. will be presented today
in Morris Dailey Auditorium at
Sjoberg,

3:30 and 7 p.m. as the fifth film
in this fall’s Classic Film Series.
the Colle
Sows/wed by
and thi,
,t
Union Pio rtini
Audio ViStril

I \

Will

Theme

freln

Moz0

By DONNA BILIDOES
Fine Arts Writer

e

Flute," by Beethoven, "Sot:

Li in

A Minor." by Schubert, "Stircke

4

\

,.,1
SeVell Vfll I

.0"drae.e0G0feerI’4

..lotear .50141r2,"

../2,2/..0."’

!

Art Exhibit
More Than
Ordinary

z_-,4
,,,,_,,a, j_..0,_;., A
’’’%.,."
\_ -

in Volkston." by Schumann and
l’ieces en Concert.- by Cialptr1n in his recital toniqht at
s 15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
Additionally, a series of three
master classes on the Bach
Suites will be presented in the
\ Tiede Department from 9:30 to
30 a.m. They are free to in,erested musicians.
Recital tickets FUT available
.! the SJS Student Affairs Busi,,ess Offire. Price is $2.50 for
,dults and $1.50 for students.

,

/
’’’<\
--------------- \

Photc, by W:l.rc. N.cholls
CHRISTY MAHON (seated left), played by
John .J.cobs, is questioned by Michael Flaherty,
Norman Russell, Philly Cullen (Dwight McBride)

Cale 9ndoneal
The Only 1:,cloi,esian Cafe
in the area.
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r paper ill exeitinft. otle,
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"rr,polideritA that
till 1,0141. floral linings al

style. Our exotic bill of fare
lists:
.Sate
asi Rattles
Seal r ja Iva

81.0()

80 single ,da-et. tablet
matchioa enelopes
with 11,,ral lining-. boxed

Be our guests tonight for
unique dining experience.

850

5-porton eock4itore
-11:.;111

Closed Mon. & Toes.
445 W. San Carlos
297-9910
N11111.

C(11111,11,dr,

ICCIS
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’Playboy of the Western World’
Continues Shenanigans Tonight

of fine
foods prepared Indonesian
An exciting selection

it,x% /I f;

ii-R7intr7FJ-1-1

.7713
SUCH DISCOUNTS

NO GED STORE Flit

the Western
"Pl.tir.y of
World" by John NI. Synge, the
current production of the SJS
Drama Department, re-opens to-

a

night at 8:15 in the College
Theat re.
The three-act play, directed
by Dr. Paul Davee, opened Friday night, receiving excellent
reviews,
"Playboy is advertised as a..
comedy," commented Daily reviewer Lee Poague, "but beneath the comic shenanigans lies

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY BANKAMERICARD, 1ST NAT, MASTER CHARriE
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____ OPEN St NICIY 11111- TO
- -5 -UNBELIEVABLE SAYINGS

ALL ;WM HAKES BONS

PANTS

South
10th
Street

V Fall Party Gifts

SKI -BOOT

Soirth lOth 8, E. Wiillom

(Irk
WOMEN’S-112e S49.50, Sizes 8 TI1115 GROUP’
to 20. Extra Short, Shorts, liege- FORMERLY
USED FOR
lors, Longs.
wet"
to 9.9.9
MEN’SReq. 555. Sixes 28 to 40 RENTAL _ ...
WE PROP.IISED HOT
TO PUIRISH NAMES
TO PROTECT FR MC
FAMOUS BRAND
CHISE D2ALERS.
taco Roots
te.29,
YOU’LL WANT
Values
to 49.50
"V212AL PAIRS
FAMOUS BRAND
ONE GROUP OF

vold and Christopher Bricker.
Says Director Davee of the
play, "it is not only a study of
the weakness in man, but a
study of the charm and spirit of
people and their weaknesses.
Tickets for the play are on
sale at the College Theatre Box
Office for the performance tonight, tomorrow night and Friday and Saturday evenings.

Food
to Go

Sal & Luigi
Pizzeria

E. William

I/ Halloween Cards &
Party Favors

The place to go!

Kenneth Dorst, and costumes
are by Miss Bernice Prisk. The
set design by J. Wendall Johnson was highly praised by
Poague its the best he had seen
at SJS.
Also seen in major roles are
Gary Bothum, G. Norman Ru.ssell, Janet Parker, Paul Myr-

z

PRESCRIPTIONS

MCKIE ROOTS
F.., cop, STRETCH PANTS
a
99

EPDXY SECS

SWISS & AUSTRIAN
STRUCTION. OUT PER- FAMOUS MAKE
". VLF PROMISED NOT TO
FORMS METAL SKIS WE CAN’T PUBLISH
sio to PUBLISH THE NAMES
EVERY WAY. MADE FA. TH’ NAME
24 00 Former Rentals !net
MOUS DY
afic
//
YAHAMA
FA’LOUS BRAND
ONE SMALL GROUP
1999
Req. 109.50 . ri?
AsL,PI^,N & FRBNCH
FRENCH IMPORTS

METAL SKIS
WE MADE A TERRIFIC
BUY ON THESE SUPERS
METAL SCS. WE elAI/E
A FULL RANGE OF
SIZES. BUT SUPPLY LIM.
!TEO,
HURRY!
Req. 119.50

SKI PARKAS

MADE BY
AMERICAN
rRANCONIA
AtS0 FA.
MOUS NAME
WE CANNOT
E.F.NTiON.
Some irregulars
THERMAL
UNDER
’NEAR.
HATS
Top. Bot.

c9--gg

TURTLE
NECK
T-SHIRTS

4

99

GLovEs

Toqur.5

i

INDINGS - WAKES-;-- IACES

1PARKAS

99
TO

14.99

347 S. 1st.

matinee performance of "Andromache" that afternoon.
Opening at 9 a.m., the workshop will continue to 12:30,
pause for a lunch break, and the
matinee will begin at 2 p.m.
Demonstrations and discussions
on how a 17th century French
play set in ancient Greece can
be le-created in a moderrt
theater and its impact on a contemporary audience will be the
main topic at the workshop.
Actress-teacher Middle Norman, who has appeared in over
35 films, including "Whatever
Happened to Baby Jane," will
discuss acting problems at the

Right Downtown)

CY 7-1136

PARKAS :co% /99
NYLON SHELL

CROIX

play’s director, who for the last
19 years has served as head of
the British Broadcasting Company’s television drama department.
Tickets for "Andromache" are
$1 for students and $2 general
public.

5

41,

to 19.99

AFTER
SKI
BOOTS

UP

100T TREES - SKI POLES - HUNDREDS 09 BARG

PENN
QUICK - RODDY - PREUGER
SOUTH BEND - OCEAN CITY
AND All TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDED - HURRY

and other valuable
prizes. Fischer
Skis, Lange
Boots, etc.

INCLUDES

BOY’S & GIRLS’ FAMOUS MAKE

s Lgs
Nallf110
RENTAL
ALL RODS --REELS 1- OFF
MITCHELL - ST

workshop.
A discussion of directing will
be led by Michael Barry, the

Men & Women

11 SWEATERS

,Amous
MAKES
1I 991
ea.

L

Peg
59
50

fs

Round trip 1 st class
transportation, via
Wee,tern Air Lines.
Lodging in a new,
$52,000 lodge,
Condominium
Apartment, all
meals at any of
Sun Valley’s nine
Dining spots.
All you have to do
is visit our Ski
Shop to win this

Use of all lifts,
including inter -area
transportation.
Daily Ski
instruction in Sun
Valley’s famous
ski school, use of
Sauna, and 2
swimming pools.

Personal
/**
Student
Advisor
Ellen:Just got the
phone bill. For what it
costs you to call us
(collect) you could fly
home on PSA regularly.
Why not?
Affectionately, Us.

Hand Guns All Types
GUNS
front 8.88
GUN CASES from 1.99
RACKS from 2.99
SHOTGUNS from 29.99
RIFLES
from 19.99

auN

eLFAIIIIANC2
FINAL REDUCTION

ON ALL FLOOR
MODEiS & RENTALS

TENTS

No Purchase

No Purchase

Necessary

Necessary

P. S. All you have to do is
phone your campus rep

if
’ or

$
$
.4,

Y2
OFF I
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Stanford Theater
To Hold Saturday
Drama Workshop
The workshop is free to all

How Would Nou i e o
WIN
A Posh All Expense One Week
SKI VACATION AT
StiN VALLEY IDAHO

RAND NE

and three smaller sculptures out
of plexiglass that fluoresce.
Other exhibits in the show include a ceramic vase-like sculpture by Peter Voulkos, and four
metal sculptures by Arlo Acton.

those with tickets to attend the

77

9

ed and decorated with writing
usually found in restrooms, like
"smile, you’re on candid
carnera."
Another sculpture, typically
funky, is ’’Fly By," a free form
display with long metal arms
twisting in and out.
"Fly By," by Robert Hudson,
was bought by the San Jose City
College student body in 1964,
and is on loan to SJS for the
show.
Professor of Am at SJS, HarrY
Powers, ha.s created one large

The Stanford Repertory Theater will sponsor a workshop on
drama this Saturday morning in
Stanford’s Memorial Hall.

food i. homemade"

V Whitman’s Candy

PARKAS

Lighting for the play is by

Beer &
Wine

V Fountain Lursch

NIN11,1r011111011.19,811ailln-t.
:s:-F FAMOUS FRP.NCH IMPORT

SKI PANTS

a tragic. almost absurdist, plot
where reality is turned upside
down, murderers being treated
like heroes and ostracized as
liars %%then the supposed victim
turns up alive."
John Jacobs plays Christy
Mahon who stumbles into the
small Irish settlement, mistakenly reporting he has killed his
father. Susan Mason has the
female lead, playing Margaret
Flaherty, the lovely barmaid
who catches Christy’s eye.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

WE BUY -TRADE - RENI

rt! rV4

.;;W7p........-7-1"477,7’131
.-Mer--.

and jimmy Farrell (Christopher Bricker), as he
reveals his crime.

Unusual and funky might be
two words to describe the art
show now in the Main Gallery.
The second of three. one-week
shows under the title "In the
Sculpture Bag," this week’s exhibit shows that there is more
to sculpting than just carving a
form out of clay.
Perhaps the most unusual exhibit in the show is Assistant
Plofessor of Art Tony May’s
sculpture which somewhat resembles a clothesline. The sculpture consists of an overhead
frame from which numerous
ropes are hung, falling to a canvas where additional ropes still
hang to the floor.
By rearranging the ropes, the
sculpture takes on a different
look, said Gallery Director, John
Ifunter.
The ceramic urinal, by Robert
Arneson, is "artistic and really
funky," said Hunter.
The three-anti-a -half to fourfoot sculpture is colorfully paint-

_.........a-

800 So. Bascom
San Jose, Calif.
California’s Outstanding Ski Specialists
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Fran Cohn
295-7861
From San Jose to L.A or
Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50.
San Diego, $19.85. Super 727
Jets. PSA gives you a lift.
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Brooks Smith

BEAU TIES

World Champion Burro Racer
Won last
"23. Ili.i.iks
year. Swifter than a camel over
desert stretches."
’Phis description of Brooks
Smith, junior psychology major, WLIS written by "Clocker
Sam" in the Beatty Burro Express last Labor Day weekend at
the World’s Championship Wild
Burro Race in Beatty, Nev.
Smith has "run" in the Beatty
race f011l* tiMPS. Ile placed first
in 1965, fourth in 1966 and first
again in 1967 and 1968.
He first liccanie interested in

wild burro racing throtigh
friend’s father. Jim Correll.
while a senior living in Apple
Valley.
"Ile taught me the little tricks
of the trade." said Smith. "Ile
taught me how to treat the burro and what to say."
"They put numbers on the
burros and each morning hefore
the race you drilW a number and
that’s your burro. You gel a
different burro each day so yitit
can’t make friends," Smith
The iaeiis
!lin ill Cl1,1,,

Camptei Life Editia^.. Note:
Finning, engagement or marriage
an iiiiii neententn Maly be turned
in to the spartan Daily Difiee
hile208) anytime.
ENG Ali ED
%chile Hobbs, senior
major from Los Alarnit
grad:Inte
Bruce
hash College in Iiiihar

at Beatty vith the start and
finish at the same point. It
takes place over a two-day period with 42 miles covered with
21 miles a day.
The heat is usualty between
110 and 115 degrees. The burros carry traditional packs with
a saddle, bedroll and canteens
of water.
This year Smith won with a
time of five hours, 32 mintiti
and 52 seconds. Gorrell was
only four seconds behind him
placing second.

her 01 Phi Kappa Psi now doing
graduate work in psychology at
SJS frttm Indianapolis, Ind, A
June wedding is being planned.
Sherry CrONSIIII. freshman psychology major employed at Lockheed. from San Jose to Ronald
technician nt
San Jose. An Augediting is planned.

ORPHEUS
GRAND OPENING
20 TO 30% OFF
Nehru SLirts
Crochet Dresses

-

Ti

Eell Bottom Pants
All Hand Made

470 So. 12:11 St.

it
COOLING OFF Brooks
Smith oours cool water (mei. his head
after winning the World ChampiOn Wild Burro Race in 110 degree heat last Labor Day weekend in Beatty, Nev. He has run
four times and placed first three times.

Ecumenical Mass Tonight
In Anglican Tradition
Brooks Smith, junior phychology
major, fakes the lead in the World Champion
Wild Burro Race held last Labor Day weekend
in Beafty, Nev. Close behind Smith is Jim GorHEE HAW

rell, Smith’s first instructor, who finished four
seconds behind Smith in the race. Smith covered 42 miles in five hours, 32 minutes and 52
seconds.

A folk mass in the Anglican
tradition will be held tonight at
St. Philip’s Episcopal Church,
5038 Hyland Ave. from 7:30 to
8:30 p.m.
Members of the Episcopal
Church, a Roman Catholic
Brother and two Episcopal clergymen will participate in the

Franciscan Restaurant

Rad Lab Jobs
Summer job positions with the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
in Livermore. Calif., are now
open to seniors or graduate students majoring in Physics, Chemistry, Math, Biology, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering and Electronic Engineering.
U.S. citizenship and a 3.0
C.P.A. is also required.
For further information contact the Student Placement Office, Building AA, 122 S. Ninth
St.

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

Jet Charter
NEW YORK
’134"
plus tax

ROUND TRIP

GASOLINE

CSEA Dinner Dance Set Saturday
The annual dinner dance of
the SJS Chapter, California
State Employees Association
ICSEM will be held Saturday
in the banquet room of the FranSiscan Restaurant, 1580 Hamilton Ave.
The roast beef dinner at 7:30
P.m. will be preceded by a nohost social hour at 6:30. Hors d’oeuvre will be served during the
social.

ecumenical worship service.
The public i- invited and there
will be no (II

Mike Cangi and his Music
Makers will provide dance music.
Tickets for the dinner dance
are available in the Student Affairs Business Office, Building
R and in IS107. Tickets are $1.50
for CSEA members and $5 for
non-members.

Regular

20

I.v. Oakland: Dec. 20
Return: Jan. 5

0

RESERVE NOW!
LIMITED SPACE!
For application forms
phone or write

T-M TRAVEL

SPARTAN
SPECIAL No. 2
EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
the likes of any apA heart) meal that uill
Nlitile from
petite. A ,-cromptious heel ,teu
choice prime heel’ anti garden Fre-li %egelabien blended
Ser.\ ed piping hot with bread
in a ionooth hrouti gra%
and fresh creamer Imlier. This tempting meal you’ll
So tempting, in fact,
find only at the Spariaii
1)011.1.
eiiiiie in and gise it a i
that )01’11 Ita%i
forget our coniettiput tako home ,-erice.

cpartan
Mume
150 E. San Carlos
(corner of 4th St.)
292-2840

60 N. First St., San Jose
Ph. 293-1033

32.9

Ethyl
(100

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

OCTANE)

Veta000,1

Only at 4th & Williams

Puritan Oil Co.

,E5-Jeaffer’s big deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports,17 exams,
’ 52 quizzes and 6 months of homework.
SeTry about that. Sheaffer’s big deal means you can
write twice as long. Because you
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49C refill free. All for just a dollar.
How much do you think you can
write?
Thc ,c’er:d’s longest writing dollar ballpoint pen.

SHEAFFER

ALMADEN
FAsHION RIAZA

Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
lob OpportunitieS
Career Advancement
Training RequirementS

CALL [:)[:) 286-9622
I"

Or Chu and Hail Coupon --n
NdIlle
Address
City
Phone

bp

State
sia

comaeted
Lau scam’
or mit
and see IBM
System 360 Computer

L_

- A special invitatiom extemdett
sys students to afield the
Rom Comily Queem lufalists
FASHION SHOW---- Saturday, Nov. 2
TWO INDIVIDUAL SHOWS

1:30 P.M. AND 3:00 P.M.

this will be the only time these
ten finalists will appear together!

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th San Jose, 95112

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA

BLOSSOM HILL ROAD

ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY

r:

SAN JOSE
4;) 11368 W. A SHEAPFER PEN COMPANY, FORT MADISON, 10INA. A TEXTRON COMPANY

7
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Job Interviews
January graduates may nips
up for appointments in the
Placement Center, 122 S. Ninth
St, Bonding AA. Signups begin
eaeh Tuesday before and up to
the day of the Interview.
THURSDAY (Oct. 31)
U.S. Naval Ordinance Laboratory.

NIaj(»N. BS hIS. EE, MF:, Chem. E.,
Math. Physics I Engr., top third of
class; others, top one-fourth of
class.)
San
F’rantisco Civil Service
(’onuninsion. Majors, BS/RecreaNon, PE, Acctg., BUs. Admin.,
Emu ; MBA ’any field.

Bill Cosby
’s
The Pair Extraordinaire
Friday - Ninember 1. 1968
7:30

& 9:45 p.m.

The Pavilion, Stanford University
Ticket*: .M.00 & $5.00

In :Sale:

Ford Motor Co. Majors, BS/MS
Rms. Admin., Acetrz., Finance, Ind.
Mgmt., Statistics, ME, EF:.
Laventhol Kreksteln Horwarth
Horwath, Majors, BS<MS Acctg.
FRIDAY, (Nov. 1)
U.S. Air Force. Contract 3IanaKemerit
:Majors, EE, NIF:, 1E,
Ind. Tech., BS MS Bus. Admin.,
Aectg., Ind. Rel., Manpower Admin., Personnel, Asset Management.
City of Los Angeles, Bureau of
Engineering. Majors, CF:.
TAN Angeles Dept. of Water and
Power. Major’s, BS/MS Eli, CE,
ME.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co.
Majors, BS MS Acctg.; MBA.
Signal Oil and Gas Co. Majors.
Production
and
Mfgr.
Engrs.,
BS ’MS MF:, CF:. EE, Chem.E.
Eastman Kodak Co. Majors,
BS MS (7hem.E., MF:, 1E, EE,
Chem.. Physics.
Army and Air Force Exchange
Service. Majors. Bus. Admin.. Liberal Arts, Acetg., ME, Finance.
MONDAY (Nov. 4)
Texaco, Inc. Majors, BS/BA
Chem.E., CE, IE.
ss Iv, i
Elect tonic
Systemrs.
tl
BS MS F’E, MF’, Physics
NI5; \I
I
Naol
Weal ,,,,, A Venter.
liS !NIS YE, ME, Chem.E.,
Math

CLOsie....zzeu...4v-ice..7

San Jose Box Office
912 Town & Country Village

SALE

2,16.1160

1 / 3 OFF
Custom Bikinis, etc.

OPEN: Monday tlirtt Friday
a.m..3:311 p.m.

ccilir

Lki

Sat. Ill 5 p.m.

It WIMP

k2081 S. Winchester, Campbell
379-8822

discount records ii,,C11

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

Sale

COMPLETE CATALOGUES
FOUR LABELS

A.B.C.
DUNHILL
COMMAND
IMPULSE

ONE
WEEK
ONLY

3.19
3.99

COMPARE AT 4.79

Ste
4.32titirk4.

COMPARE AT 5.79

EXTRA SPECIAL FOR CLASSICAL BUYERS
COMPLETE CATALOGUE

VOX

AND

COMPLETE CATALOGUE

TURNABOUT

FEATURING MANY GREAT ARTISTS
ALFRED BRENDEL
KAREL SCHEIT
PETER FRANKL
GVORGY SANDOR
KOHON QUARTET

TODAY

Gerrnan Club, 2 p.m., Cafeteria
A. Discussion of various projects
and a lecture by Miss Westphal of
Gothe-Intaitute. Free coffee.
An exprrimenlal tearther eduea the
Guests welcome.
tion program. Articulated DevelopDelta Phl Delta, 6 p.m., A139.
ment through Educational ProfesArtists unite. For all art majors
sional Training (ADEPT), will with 3.0 G.P.A.
have openings for 40 students next
Neuman Center, 11:30 a.m. to
semester.
1:30 p.m., Spaghetti feed, only 40
Students interested in the pro- cents.
gram are invited to a meeting at
3 p.m. today in ED100.

k

4

Jo Jackson, psychologist frorn the
Catholic Social Service, will discuss the insights on marriage from
a psychologist’s point of view.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, 3 p.m., F’0104. Organizational meeting.
Co-Rec, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., PERIM. Live band and a pumpkin
carving.
OASIS, 12:30 p.m., SD222. General meeting.

legc-public school planning, special
field trit’s to &Nerve innovative
programs, an eight -week segment
of all -day student teaching, kind
college classes with laboratory opportunities to transfer what is
learned through work with children.
Students who have been admitted to the F:lementary Education Department for the spring
semester are eligible to apply.
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1 or 2 FEMALE Roommates needed to
available to qualified applicants. Schol- shrre a 2 bedroom apartment. 781 S.
arships available. For Interview phone ilth St. Apt. #I7.
294-1415, Mr. Steve Shelton.
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roommates
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PART-TIME WORK
Pl.ase call Shirley 298 3343.
2i hrs./wit, Immediate operinqs in our MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. $50 per
refererce
programming
department. mo-fh. 625 S. 10th #4.
Learn techniques in Marketing and
PromoCcn. $168 per month RESPONSIBLE coed to share luxurious
Sates
no with pool. Free room & board
guarantee. Public contact work with
managerial experience. Call Mr. Lenz. . v.:ores, in exchange for entertaining
children. Ing. Room SD201 12 to
286-1650 het. 9 a m. & 3 o.m.
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MERCURY COUGAR 390, A. T.,
top, P. S.. Disc brakes.
stereo/radio. $2550. 264-5329.
tAGA I 500cc. New wire wheels, tires
":..eris little work, 9400/best
05 after 6 p.m.
196i coulAIR WAGON. Stick shiTt-.
6 p.m. $250. 253-2722.
SINGLE WORKING GIRL
’63 HILLMA4. Good cond. 4 door. 25. coed, rnauro
r o.
beciy.1
30 miles per gallon. $450. Call 292-6401. Companion for v
orandmother.
& chauf’66 CHEVELLE SS396. 4 spd., factory Light houseleeo
- car.
extras. bronze w/bucket int. Runs per- fering. Sellers
Private quartr,
s Gatos
fect, looks great. $1750. 28643703.
home. Phone Mo...
J.TO be’66 HONDA 305 SCR. Great Bike! tweet,
A, 5.
Extras. mint cond. Low miles. A steal
294-2639.
at
Ron
Call
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
at $500.
GALS!!
’67 MUSTANG H/T, ’390i engine, P/S.
auto -trans, stereo tape, immaculate. Call Inside work
telephone
343.8164,
589.6010 or
Hn.rs err,
rings
New
Scrambler.
305
HONDA 146
Saary. 295-t4:9.
& valves. Only 6000 actuel miles. $500
Prra W:11 C.-erce 3 months. 298-1358.
CORVA1R, 4 dr. aute-trans. R & H.
HOUSING 15)
/
.2’5. Call 245-3137
5,

, vinyl

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
ma.d service. On campus 237 E. San
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
con..-, 4 293.6345.
,
64 OLDS CUTLASS
Must sell!!! MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED fn skare
2 Edon. 2 bath apt. $50/rno. with 3
/A08 R IS
hers. 508 S. 1 Ith #16 287-5253.
1’
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 34’ 25
-",. Royal Lanai Apts. 5 ampus. Jr. or Senior pref,- I (
’61 VOLKSWAGEN CONVT. s -v
p.
,,It. cash :
Ca,’ 961-3504.
hi-27E2ED840NE
FEMALE Roommate to
share apartment. 384 E. William *3,
FOR SALE 13/
$45/rno. 282-1352.
MALE UPPER DIV. Needed to share 2
bdrrn. apt. 5"
8 blocks from cam
MAKE YOUR OWN BEER, wine, and
beef jerky. All recipes for only , 85.00 pus. Call 29,"
Bonanza Formula Co. 300 Baja Sol Dr.
Santa Cruz, Celif. 95060.
OLYMPIA PORTABLE typewriter. Excellent condition. Phone 297-1282.
.59 CHEVY CONvERTIRLE.

$.5

r

r
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LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: BLACK shaggy female puppy.
Part poodle. Wearing flea collar only.
Lost near Frontier Village. 287-3674.
REWARD: Lost Blacl
o-:<
.
valuable,
LOST: SIAMESE CAT, Tom. Sc.) P,
Sissyboll Rewaro. 413 8th #2. 2958599.

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Temberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
MADE CONTEMPORARY
CUSTOM
rings for getting engaged, married,
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354.8804.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948.1781.
NEW PEGGY’S ... ANCIENT SUEDE,
LEATHER, FUR. Open daily 12-7 p.m.
I408 Market nr. 10th 5.F. 552-0168.
TYPING - THESIS. term papers, etc.
experienced & fest. Phone 269-8674.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fart,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.

eoc

SUPERIOR TYPING. All versions.
a page. Mimeo slightly higher in price.
Near SJS, 293-4700. Miss Carey.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis,
papers. etc. Call 258-4335.

term

HAVING TROUBLE WITH
YOUR
Gorman’ T
by native graduate
C
2008.
-.I

SENIOR GRAD Siedeets would like to
math. Call 292-9968

PERSONALS 171
"WE WANT YOUR VOTE" So we give
you the best at Astor’s Coin -op Auto
Wash. 732 So. 1st - 804 Lincoln Ave.
BICYCLE TAPE-A dollar a foot. Phone:
Ginger 293-0400. Leave message.
BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
about the diamonds? Learn about it
before any purchase. If you like, design
your own nag. Qae:;ty diamonds at low
prices. Cortact Jim Self at 286-0964.
-; 7 r,

To Place
an ad:
Come fo:

SERVICES (81
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery. free service
No contract. Cell 251-2598.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experi.
enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS Mrs Aslanian. 298-4104

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

GUITAR. Telecaster w/case. $175. Vox
Cambridrke $125. Great condition. Call
245 0456.
‘.perilter. Amp,
HEATH -KIT HIS!
’
Ron
Prearnp, ’
r
246-2669 -i
MIXED GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPY.

Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

;‘ouble
rame
2 S640.

MWF

HELP WANTED OD

VOX
BOXES

0

44

9

THREE RECORD
SETS
COMPARE AT 9 95

BACH
KEYBOARD MUSIC
ORGAN MUSIC
BRANDENBURG CONCERTI
BEETHOVEN
PIANO MUSIC
STRING QUARTETS
HAYDN
STRiNG QuARTETS
SONATAS FOR CLAVIER
-- Lowest Prires
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

111,t sl

!if art/

discount records inc.
SAN IOSE 99C N EFIWO011 AH 1411.34/4

v

SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

S.. I.s.
K.I.1 4.
1.
Orem Macy a mid
III Few... sae
IMO .II
:rasa Ski.

Send in handy order blank.

MALE AND FEMALE
4325 per hour
After short training period. Hours flexible. Servicing customers in San Jose.
Requirements: Neat appearance, car
& phone. Fuller Brush Co. Mr. Osborne,
264-0699.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

RELIABLE

MALE STUDENT for light
& security work. I blk. from
Approx. 1 hr. per night. 10:30
fo 1130 p.m. 2984561.

GIRLS: Part-time wr.rE, preferably morn
dais A APAI $2 per

COMPLETE CATALOGUE

’

twin linoiA

9:30-11:30

MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-time
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Cornm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montgomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott

COMPARE A T 2.50

h )7 \It I

For reservations
Plione 292.1266

Spartan Daily Classifieds

24,,

1

spirit,

To begin an enchanting (wetting, bring her to
our warm setting of romance. select from a sumptuous cuisine. enjoy our gracious sercice. Reserre
your table now.

I FOR SALE

89

Executive Council of Student
BUSISPNA Organizations, 3:30 p.m.,
ED210. Agenda to emer our particiriation and responsibility to
Vs’illiam Batten’s challenge, current report on leadership elinic and
the report by the constitutional
advLsement committee.
SJS Chess (’Iub, 1:30 to 5:30
p.m., DH219. Second round all
campus chess tournament

Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., Mrs.

The program features joint col-

HOFNER BEATLE BASS

ASA.

Spartaguide

AUTOMOTIVE (2)

...40.-...4.-.4,0tyzejrisco-srsc,N

OPEN EVENINGS TO 9.30
SAT. to 6
SUNDAY 12 to 5

!ADEPT Program
,Meeting Today
For Teachers

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
’IN V FLITI.IRE,AbIZTHAL , MAY I SUGGEST YOU DIRECT ALL
QuE5TiOti or4 THE eLiEJECT TO THE E/ZONT OF 7.4.4 ROOM."

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines

One day
3 lines
4 linos
5 limps
6 Ilows

Add this
amount for
each addi-

No refunds possible on canceled eds. Print your sd here:
(Count approximately 33 letters end spaces iur each lino)

four days Flve days

One day

Two days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.-943.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00-

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

(mai line

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Announcements (1)
Automotive (23

Help Wanted (4)
El 110KKIng (5)
Found (5)
0 Lost

0 Personals (7)
0 Services (8)
0 TransportatIor.(G)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Days
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAM JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAI4 JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Plasm allow 2 days after piscine ter ad le wpm.

